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Presentation outline

1. ELIPSS Study

a probability-based internet panel

2. ELIPSS Infrastructure

3. Challenges

a. challenge #0 getting the timing right

b. challenge #1 providing a connected device

c. challenge #2 choosing a device model

d. challenge #3 managing a mobile fleet

e. challenge #4 designing a mobile app

f. challenge #5 developing for interactive surveys



Longitudinal Internet Studies for Social Sciences

- 9-year grant from the French National Research Agency (ANR-10-EQPX-19-01) DIME-SHS

- probability-based sample (from 18 to 83 years old)

- sample size:

- pilot study: 2012 - 2016 +1000 panellists

- main study: 2016-2019 +3200 panellists

- 2 full-time staff members dedicated to support and follow-up respondents

- panellists unconditionally equipped with a 4G-enabled touchscreen tablet

http://quanti.dime-shs.sciences-po.fr/en/project/


a software infrastructure backing a mobile fleet

A mobile fleet:

- one single device model at a time
- managed in-house from stock management to troubleshooting

Incrementally built software suite, including :

- sample management interfacing with

- survey platform
- fleet management
- monitoring dashboard Self-hosted infrastructure
- native mobile application



a survey platform and a mobile application

early choice of a survey platform: Blaise©
assets: complete set of social sciences survey 
methods
shortcomings: basic web rendering, not 
mobile-friendly

Best of two worlds: a mobile app to enhance 
survey rendering while leveraging the proficient 
survey backend for development

https://www.blaise.com/products/general-information


challenge #0 getting the timing right

- Synchronise project planning and manufacturer's schedule.

- Ensure hardware quality guarantees a study-long lifespan.

- Anticipate losses and maintain model homogeneity by ordering spare stock.



challenge #1 offering a durable incentive

- at recruitment time: appealing device

- to control attrition: data subscription is a stable incentive, whereas device attractivity may quickly 

drop in a fast evolving market

attractive device + mobile subscription = timeproof incentive



challenge #2 choosing a device model

The choice of a model affects device management capabilities.

pilot study (Samsung GTP3100) main study (Archos 80b Helium)

good hardware quality limited hardware quality

no technical support from constructor support from constructor's R&D enabled 
customisations simplifying management 



challenge #3 managing a mobile fleet

hardware inventory

real-time fleet inventory

software update control

ELIPSS application and software dependencies must always be installed and match a specific version

remote control

remote support demands a tool to take remote control of devices



1. production (or 
pre-production) 

firmware installation real-time inventory information available for support staff

ELIPSS application repository

ELIPSS mandatory applications 
requirements list (online <XML>)

3. application download 
(if missing or out of date)

4. hardware and software 
inventory data pushed by 

application

2. on boot and 
recurring 

requirements 
checking



challenge #4 designing a mobile app

a minimal app to serve the needs of research 

- staff-editable welcome message
- native pop-up messages
- offline features 

- FAQ and staff contact
- online features

- change password and edit profile information
- available survey(s)
- closed surveys with global statistics



collecting paradata frugally

Developing a custom Android application allows passive and comprehensive paradata collection.

But without prior panellist consent, paradata collection must be kept:
- frugal
- device-management oriented



actual ELIPSS app permissions "dangerous android permissions"

permissions

Permissions requested by ELIPSS 
application are a combination that 
must allow for:

- limited paradata collection
- survey data collection

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview


user interface

Designing a straightforward, 
accessible interface

same but different: pilot study (7") and main study (8") application homepage



challenge #5 developing for interactive surveys

Over time, growing library of survey questions interactions.

- fine-tuning non response options 

- auto-complete, ordered items list

- experimenting with rich interactions and multimedia content (video, maps)

- use of device sensors (voice recording, camera)







feedback
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ELIPSS software toolbox fact sheet



pilot study and main study equipment: comparison

 
 Samsung GTP3100 Archos 80b Helium

Size 7.0 inches, 
(~58.2% 
screen-to-body 
ratio)

8.0 inches, 
(~72.46 % 
screen-to-body ratio)

Resolution 600 x 1024 pixels,
(~170 ppi density)

768 x 1024 pixels,
(~160 ppi density)


